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                      A Mediterranean Restaurant That

            
                      STANDS ABOVE THE REST


                      When it comes to eating at the best Middle Eastern restaurant, Afrah Mediterranean Grill stands above the rest! We have been serving the DFW, TX community delicious Middle Eastern cuisine for the past decade, and have awards upon awards to show just how delicious our Mediterranean food is.
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                    	ABOUT AFRAH








                    	Afrah Mediterranean Grill & Buffet serves mouthwatering dishes from a variety of regions. Afrah Mediterranean restaurant is located in richardson Texas. We are excited to bring our family recipes to our friends and fans. We also offer lunch buffet. At Afrah you can select from a large variety of shawarma, baklava, dips, salads, hot vegetables, protein dishes and delicious desserts. 
                            All of our plates are served with freshly baked pitas.
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                	afrah in the media

                        

                                      
              
              				
                            
                            	Afrah on Guy Fieri with Food Network
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                            	AFRAH ON DALLAS NEWS
                                    Have you ever had the buffet lunch at Afrah Restaurant and Pastries in Richardson? I’ve loved it since the first time I experienced it several years ago, but it seems to get better and better. Today the place was absolutely packed — there were probably four times the number of people usually there for weekday lunch. The parking lot was full. There was a line for the buffet.... 
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                            	AFRAH ON CW33
                                    When you walk into Afrah mediterranean restaurant richardson you are greeted by a smile and a counter full of colorful sweets, and homemade gelato and baklava. As you step further inside you can’t help but notice the large spinning Shawarma in the back. There is a family vibe to Afrah, and that makes sense, since it was created by three brothers..... 
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                            	AFRAH ON LOCAL EATS
                                    Afrah serves authentic Lebanese and Mediterranean cuisine, including their specialty – the shawarma. Similar to a gyro, this traditional Middle Eastern sandwich consists of marinated meat which is shaved off a stacked rotisserie and topped veggies and cucumber sauce. They also offer a lunch buffet where you can enjoy baba ghannouj, salads, tabbouleh, coriander potatoes and more.... 
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                            	AFRAH ON DALLAS OBSERVER
                                    Amidst his stops at Dallas’ well loved “dives,” Guy Fieri and his Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives crew filmed at the Middle Eastern restaurant Afrah in Richardson last week. Brothers Ayad, Youssef and Nabil El-horr, who co-own and manage the restaurant together, initially opened Afrah just as a sweet shop back in 2002, but it quickly developed into a full-service restaurant with a menu based on their mother’s Southern Lebanese recipes. .... 
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“I am not a fan of buffets. It’s usually about gluttony, but this different. The quality of the food is such that you don’t just grab tons of one thing because you know want to try it all! And, it’s all good. I’m sure that some days some things are better, but everything was pretty damn good on our visit.”

                                    Sloan Regas | esxi
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“Excellent food, excellent price. The buffet is definitely worth trying during lunch. I’ve been here at least 10 times and was very impressed when a coworker came in with a food allergy and the manager/chef were genuinely concerned and did helped choose appropriate food.”

                            Samuel Gil | Google Review 
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